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Introduction

− 30 years of research into the dynamics of belief:
- a variety of belief change processes
- a variety of representations of constraints on such changes
- some computational / learning-theoretic results…

…but a remarkable lack of progress on a crucial question:
What kind of beliefs can one arrive at after not one, but two or
more successive changes in view?

− Today: a fresh look at ‘iterated’ change, focusing on revision
− Contention: progress has been stalled by a pervasive, but

mistaken, tacit assumption
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− Plan:

− Introduce belief revision basics and some baseline rationality
constraints

− Note that recent competing proposals to supplement the baseline
constraints all proceed on the convenient assumption that iterated
revision is reducible to single revision

− Argue that this assumption is unfortunately false
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Belief revision theory

− Beliefs represented by a primitive ‘doxastic state’ Ψ

− Ψ determines a ‘belief set’ [Ψ]: a deductively closed set of
sentences drawn from a propositional t-functional language

− A revision function ∗ returns the doxastic state Ψ∗A resulting
from adjusting Ψ to accommodate the acquisition of A

− Two standard sets of rationality constraints on revision encode
principles of parsimony in belief change.
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The AGM postulates

− The AGM postulates constrain [Ψ∗A] given [Ψ]

− Classic result [Gro88] [KM91]:
Given AGM, 1-shot revision dispositions of Ψ are representable
by a tpo�Ψ of p. worlds, with B ∈ [Ψ∗A] iff max(�Ψ,JAK)⊆ JBK

− Illustration:
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− Corollary of result:
Given AGM, 1-shot revision dispositions with respect to any truth
functional combination (TFC) C of A and B are determined by the
restriction of �Ψ to

⋃
max(�Ψ,J±A∧±BK)
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RED1

− The constraints on [Ψ∗A] given [Ψ] provided by AGM fall short
of entailing:

RED1 If [Ψ] = [Ψ′], then, for all A, [Ψ∗A] = [Ψ′ ∗A]

(One’s prior beliefs determine one’s beliefs after single revisions)
− This is a good thing: RED1 is intuitively false [Han92]
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− AGM turn out to offer too few constraints on [(Ψ∗A)∗B] [DP97]
− The DP postulates constrain [(Ψ∗A)∗B] on the basis of the

various [Ψ∗C], where C is a TFC of A and B
− Indeed, we show them to be equivalent to

DP’

[(Ψ∗A)∗B] =


[Ψ∗ (A∧B)], if A ∈ (Ψ∗A)∗B
[Ψ∗B]∩ [Ψ∗A∧B], if A,¬A /∈ (Ψ∗A)∗B
[Ψ∗B], if ¬A ∈ (Ψ∗A)∗B
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The DP postulates (ctd)

− Our result shows that DP entail that
(1) one’s beliefs after single revisions by TFC’s of A and B

determines
(2) one’s beliefs after successive revisions by A and then B

iff (1) determines
(3) one’s attitude towards A after having revised by A and then B

− DP and AGM do impose some constraints on the relation
between (1) and (3) (see Obs 2 & Obs 3), but they fall short of
ensuring determination
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− Hence, DP and AGM fall short of entailing this weakening of
RED1:

RED2 If [Ψ∗C] = [Ψ′ ∗C], for any TFC C of A and B, then
[(Ψ∗A)∗B] = [(Ψ′ ∗A)∗B]

(One’s beliefs after single revisions by TFC’s of A and B determine
one’s beliefs after successive revisions by A and then by B)
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RED3

− RED2 is weaker than RED1 but remains very substantial,
obviously entailing:

RED3 If [Ψ∗C] = [Ψ′ ∗C], for any C, then
[(Ψ∗A)∗B] = [(Ψ′ ∗A)∗B]

(One’s beliefs after single revisions determine one’s beliefs after
two successive revisions)

− RED3 would have us identify Ψ with �Ψ and reduce the problem
of iterated revision to that of finding a function from �Ψ to �Ψ∗A

− Note: AGM and DP don’t entail RED3 either
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Reductivist strengthenings of AGM & DP

− Recent approaches to iterated revision have appeared to take
RED2, and hence RED3, for granted (e.g. [BM06], [Bou96],
[Nay94])

− They supplement AGM and DP with principles such that
(1) one’s beliefs after single revisions by TFC’s of A and B

determines
(3) one’s attitude towards A after having revised by A and then B

and hence, by DP′

(2) one’s beliefs after successive revisions by A and then B
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Example: Natural Revision

− Natural Revision [Bou96] offers:
(a) A ∈ [(Ψ∗A)∗B] if A ∈ [Ψ∗B] or ¬B /∈ [Ψ∗A]

(b) A,¬A /∈ [(Ψ∗A)∗B] if A,¬A /∈ [Ψ∗B] and ¬B ∈ [Ψ∗A]

(c) ¬A ∈ [(Ψ∗A)∗B] if ¬A ∈ [Ψ∗B] and ¬B ∈ [Ψ∗A]

− This has �Ψ determine �Ψ∗A as follows
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Example: Restrained Revision

− Restrained Revision [BM06] offers:
(a) A ∈ [(Ψ∗A)∗B] if either ¬A /∈ [Ψ∗B] or ¬B /∈ [Ψ∗A]

(b) ¬A ∈ [(Ψ∗A)∗B] otherwise

− This has �Ψ determine �Ψ∗A as follows
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Example: Lexicographic Revision

− Lexicographic Revision [Nay94] offers:
(a) A ∈ [(Ψ∗A)∗B] if ¬B /∈ Cn(A)
(b) ¬A ∈ [(Ψ∗A)∗B] otherwise

− This has �Ψ determine �Ψ∗A as follows
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Counterexample to RED2

− Example 1: I was told a couple of days ago that there is a party
being thrown this weekend and that my friends Bashiir and
Ayaan are invited. Initially unsure as to whether either would be
tempted to attend, I have now heard that the venue is located far
out of town, probably too far to really be worth the trip for either
of them. I also believe that Bashiir and Ayaan do not get on and
are unlikely to attend the same party.

− Example 2: As above, save that I believe that Bashiir and Ayaan
have never met and know nothing about each other
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Counterexample to RED2 (ctd)

− Let ‘A’ = ‘Ayaan will attend the party’ and ‘B’ = ‘Bashiir will attend’
− The following intuitively hold in both cases, after having heard of

the party’s location:
(1) ¬A ∈ [Ψ] and ¬B ∈ [Ψ]: I initially have grounds to believe neither

will attend
(2) ¬A ∈ [Ψ∗B] and ¬B ∈ [Ψ∗A]: Were I to come to believe of either

Ayaan or Bashiir that they will attend, my initial grounds for
thinking that the other will not would still hold

(3) A,B /∈ [Ψ∗A∨B]: Were I to come to believe that at least one of the
two will attend, I would not feel in a position to determine which
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Counterexample to RED2 (ctd)

− Given AGM, (1)–(3) determine [Ψ∗C], for any TFC C of A and B

− Equivalently: they determine the restriction of �Ψ to⋃
max(�Ψ,J±A∧±BK) (see Obs 4)

− More specifically:
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Counterexample to RED2 (ctd)

− (1)–(3) do not however, even given AGM and DP, determine
whether A ∈ [(Ψ∗A)∗B]

− Furthermore, it seems that no further constraint should be
adduced to ensure that they do

− Example 2: A ∈ [(Ψ∗A)∗B]

− Example 1: potentially, ¬A ∈ [(Ψ∗A)∗B] , if my belief in their
mutual dislike is sufficiently deeply entrenched

− Upshot: RED2 is false
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Diagnosis

− What’s the core relevant difference?
− Example 2: B it is taken to be evidentially independent of A

− Example 1: B it is taken to provide a reason to believe ¬A

− This difference in evidential beliefs seems relevant to iterated
revision but does not show up in the 1-shot revision dispositions
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The case against RED3

− Examples 1 & 2 are consistent with the weaker RED3, but
strongly suggest it should also probably be rejected

− Consider an agent
(i) whose language of thought is limited to combinations of A and B

(ii) whose doxastic state Ψ satisfies (1)–(3)

− It seems permissible both that A ∈ [(Ψ∗A)∗B] and that
¬A ∈ [(Ψ∗A)∗B] (if not: why not?)

− But if so, then RED3 cannot hold: �Ψ has an insufficiently rich
structure to represent Ψ
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Concluding comments

− Progress on iterated revision has been hampered by a tacit
commitment to the implausibly strong reductionist claim RED2

− The slightly weaker RED3 should also probably go: Ψ cannot be
identified with something having as little structure as �Ψ

− Future research on the logic of belief dynamics may be well
advised to attend to the issue of the logic of evidential relevance.
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Thanks for your time and attention!

Questions and comments welcome:
jake.chandler@cantab.net
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